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ABSTRACT
Successful applications of software engineering model constructs requires tailoring software
process to existing project development environments. This paper investigates the potential for
Group Support Systems (GSS) technologies to aid in software development organization process
adaptation for active projects. The role of interactive groupware facilitation is emphasized
during the transformation of an organization's standardized software engineering and
management processes to a defined set of processes appropriate to the particular project case.
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INTRODUCTION
Software development organizations seeking to overcome their experiences of wide variations in
cost, schedule and product quality are increasingly turning to continuous process improvement
approaches that enable them to better manage information systems development projects (12).
Noteworthy among the emerging approaches for improving organizational software process is
the Capability Maturity Model or CMM developed under the auspices of the Software
Engineering Institute (SEI) at Carnegie Mellon University (5). This particular software
engineering model uses a five-level scale to grade organizations on how successful they are
likely to be in creating software systems that meet their customer's needs.
Briefly described, the following five levels of the model provide organizations with a structured
approach to assessing their software engineering capabilities as well as a set of guidelines for
planning continuous improvement initiatives (1).
Initial Level #1: "The software process is characterized as ad hoc, and occasionally even
chaotic. Few processes are defined, and success depends on individual effort and
heroics."
Repeatable Level #2: "Basic project management processes are established to track cost,
schedule, and functionality. The necessary process discipline is in place to repeat earlier
successes on projects with similar applications."
Defined Level #3: "The software process for both management and engineering
activities is documented, standardized, and integrated into a standard software process for
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the organization. All projects use an approved, tailored version of the organization's
standard software process for developing and maintaining software."
Managed Level #4: "Detailed measures of the software process and product quality are
collected. Both the software process and products are qualitatively understood and
controlled."
Optimizing Level #5: "Continuous process improvement is enabled by quantitative
feedback from the process and from piloting innovative ideas and technologies."
The software engineering maturity levels and processes developed in the CMM are primarily
directed at improving software capability at the organization level. The term process refers here
to a "sequence of steps ... using procedures, methods, tools and equipment, to transform raw
material (inputs) into a product (output) that is of value to customers (11)". This attention to
software process reflects the model's emphasis on methods and practices of value throughout an
enterprise. Project planners must, therefore, demonstrate care when using the framework of
guidelines of the model to help them assign priorities and action items for a specific project. The
uniqueness and particular constraints and risk factors influencing an active project may or may
not benefit directly from the priorities inherent in the model's structure (7). The quality of
decisions related to model feature adaptation necessarily depends upon the experience,
knowledge and judgment of a project's software developers.
This paper investigates the potential for Group Support Systems (GSS) technologies to aid
software development organizations in the successful adaptation of CMM's standardized
information systems processes to active projects. The first part of this paper outlines the internal
structure of the CMM software process for Level 3 organizations. This capability level
represents the defined level of software engineering organizational maturity and the next
evolutionary goal for organizations operating at the repeatable level. Software process
descriptions with key practices can be found here. In the second section, Group Support Systems
interactive applications are discussed for their potential in helping develop operational
adaptations of specific standardized practices for the Integrated Software Management key
process area (KPA) within Level 3 organizations. The paper concludes with a more general
commentary on GSS technology support for key process goals and related practices within the
SEI's Capability Maturity Model.
Software Process Structure for Defined Level Organizations
Organizations operating at Level 3, the Defined level, are continually challenged with
transforming documented, standardized software processes into an integrated set of tasks and
activities that satisfy the unique requirements of each software development project. These same
organizations draw upon their various software process assets to achieve the successful
transformation of the general standardized processes to the defined software processes needed
for a particular project.
The sources and variety of organizational software process assets include (11): the
organization's standard software process including the software process architecture and software
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process elements; descriptions of software life cycles approved for use; the guidelines and
criteria for tailoring organization's standard software process; the organization's software process
database; the library of software process-related documentation.
Defined software processes represent the actual operational software processes (i.e., standards,
procedures, tools and methods) an organization uses to match the requirements and
characteristics of a project. These processes guide the execution of the activities and tasks of
both the managers and technical staff and support the longitudinal evolution of organizational
software engineering capabilities. Significant inputs into the development of a project's defined
software processes include the organizational software process assets, the system requirements
allocated to software, and the selection of the project's software life cycle. The software
development plan grows out of the project's defined software process and specific details about
how the project will be performed including individuals' roles and software work products.
Together, the defined software process and the software development plan enable the execution
of the project activities and tasks.
Seven (7) key process areas have been identified in the evolutionary capability maturity model
for organizations operating at Level 3. These process areas include (14):
organization process focus - "involves developing and maintaining an understanding of the
organization's and project's software processes and coordinating the activities to assess, develop,
maintain, and improve these processes..."
organization process definition - "involves developing and maintaining the organization's
standard software process, along with related process assets, such as descriptions of software life
cycles, process tailoring guidelines and criteria, the organization's software process database, and
a library of software process-related documentation..."
training program - "involves first identifying the training needed by the organization, projects,
and individuals, then developing or procuring training to address the identified needs..."
integrated software management - "involves developing the project's defined software process
and managing the software project using this defined software process. The project's defined
software process is tailored from the organization's standard software process to address the
specific characteristics of the project..."
software product engineering - "involves performing the engineering tasks to build and maintain
the software using the project's defined software process and appropriate methods and tools...
The software engineering tasks include analyzing the system requirements allocated to software,
developing the software requirements, developing the software architecture, designing the
software, and testing the software to verify that it satisfies the specified requirements..."
intergroup coordination - "involves the software engineering group's participation with other
project engineering groups to address system-level requirements, objectives, and issues... These
requirements, objectives, and plans become the basis for all engineering activity."
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peer reviews - "involves a methodical examination of software work products by the producers'
peers to identify defects and areas where changes are needed. The specific products that will
undergo a peer review are identified in the project's defined software process and scheduled as
part of the software project planning activities..."
Within each of the key process areas or KPA's are sets of goals, common features and key
practices. Common features are attributes that "indicate whether the implementation and
institutionalization of a key process area is effective, repeatable, and lasting." Key practices are
further organized by common feature category. Again, the key practices describe software
engineering principles for guiding a wide range of information systems projects and they do not
specify implementation details but rather leave that to the judgment of the project's management
and technical staff.
The five common features used to group key practices within the key process areas are (14):
Commitment to Perform: "... the actions the organization must take to ensure that the process is
established and will endure... typically involves establishing organizational policy and
leadership."
Ability to Perform: "... describes the preconditions that must exist in the project or organization
to implement the software process competently... typically involves resources, organizational
structures, and training."
Activities Performed: "... describes the activities, roles, and procedures necessary to implement a
key process area... typically involves establishing plans and procedures,
performing the work,
tracking it, and taking corrective actions as necessary."
Measurement and Analysis: ".... describes the basic measurement practices that are necessary to
determine status related to the process... typically includes examples of the measurements that
could be taken."
Verifying Implementation: "... describes the steps to ensure that the activities are
performed in
compliance with the process that has been established... typically encompasses reviews and
audits by management and software quality assurance."
While the model discussed here provides a framework for organizational software process it does
so without specifying how an organization's standard software process is to be implemented for a
particular project. In the next section, the focus shifts from structural descriptions of the
evolutionary model at the defined level to applications of GSS technologies used in developing
defined software processes from an organization's standard software process and related process
assets.
Groupware-Mediated Software Process Interventions
Software developers in Level 3 organizations explicitly acknowledge the interdependent nature
of transforming an organization's standard software processes into a set of defined software
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processes appropriate for the particular project case. This mutuality extends well beyond simply
coordinating the use of a technology resource to defining and relying upon the quality and
timeliness of others' work. Indeed these information systems developers must consciously seek
ways of articulating and coordinating their distributed and individual work efforts by engaging in
activities which may not always be perceived as contributing directly to the software system
product or service. Applications of Group Support Systems (GSS) technologies are very
appropriate for these kinds of software process interventions (2, 4).
In accordance with the evolutionary capability maturity model the essential inputs to the
development of a defined software process include an organization's standard software process,
available software process assets, and a selected software project life cycle. The software
developers, while employing these input resources, also act as semi-autonomous decision
making agents due to the unique project situations and contingencies they face. The quality of
defined software processes developed for a project is largely determined by the quality of the
communications and judgments of the developers working in often the dispersed and dynamic
work settings familiar to many software engineering project ensembles.
Systems developers employ the standard software processes and available software assets to
reduce the complexity and overhead costs of developing the project's defined processes.
Software process databases, libraries of software process documentation, software life cycle
descriptions, criteria guidelines and standard process architectures all contribute to developer
decisions that converge on that set of defined processes that becomes operationalized for a
particular project. In the discussion that follows Integrated Software Management, a key process
area within Level 3 organizations, is examined for its potential in deploying GSS technologies to
advantage when developing defined software processes for each project case.
GSS Support for the Integrated Software Management KPA
The Integrated Software Management (ISM) key process area has as its goals the development of
the defined software process and the management of the software project using the resulting
defined process. This KPA activity tailors the standard software process into a defined software
process appropriate for the unique characteristics and constraints of each project. Within the
defined software process are process elements that have been further decomposed to that level of
granularity necessary to clearly describe the process. Examples of process elements include
software estimation, software design, coding and peer review. Developers create the defined
process by referring, in part, to standard practices contained in the Organization Process
Definition KPA.
A key practice, Activity 1, listed under the Activities Performed common feature of the ISM key
process area in the model is examined next in more detail to demonstrate the usefulness of GSSmediated interventions when defining software process for an actual project (i.e., rather than for
standardized organization processes). Activity 1 of the ISM key practice is described in the
model as, "The project's defined software process is developed by tailoring the organization's
standard software process according to a documented procedure (14)." This key practice is also
composed of sub-practices - the first of which refers to software life cycle:
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"This procedure typically specifies that:
1. A software life cycle is: selected from among those approved by the
organization, to satisfy the project's contractual and operational constraints;
modified, if necessary, in ways permitted by the organization's tailoring
guidelines and criteria; and, documented according to the organization's
standards."
When one considers the dynamic and often contradictory demands placed upon developers by
the working environment even the selection and design of adaptive modifications to a
standardized software life cycle can become quite challenging. And, as software developers
evolve in sophistication they further develop skills enabling them to integrate hybrid life cycle
stage elements in ways that generate additional project schedule and cost savings (9).
Within the evolutionary capability maturity model framework we're currently (and narrowly)
focusing on a specific sub-practice (software life cycle), nested within a key practice (developing
a defined software process), associated with a common feature (Activities Performed), in the key
process area (Integrated Software Management) of an organization operating at Level 3. Even
though we're isolating ourselves to decisions associated with life cycle selection and
modification this activity can be anything but simple. Consider, for example, a few of the
questions one might ask when choosing an effective project life cycle (8): How well do my
customer and I understand the requirements at the beginning of the project? How well do I
understand the system architecture? How much reliability do I need? How much risk does this
project entail? Do I need to provide my customers and management with visible progress
throughout the project?
Group Support Systems technologies are well-suited to helping developers converge on a shared
response to such critical questions. And, therefore, in selecting an appropriate project life cycle
based on the responses and the knowledge-base present in such organizational software assets as
matrices of life cycle strengths and weaknesses, and, customization guidelines and criteria (2, 6).
These are decisions that require thoughtful reflection and good professional judgment.
Groupware supports the creation of the kind of complex and shared 'information space' with
links to software assets that will enable the informed decision-making expected of Level 3
organizations.
CONCLUSIONS
Organizations seeking to improve their effectiveness in developing defined software processes
from standardized processes and related software assets can benefit from the interactive
groupware capabilities of asynchronous GSS-facilitated decision sessions. How well an
organization defines its software processes for a particular project clearly involves professional
judgments about how best to adapt standardized practices to the goals of the corresponding key
process areas. These professional judgments require an understanding of the evolutionary
capability maturity model, the organization (including developers, clients, and project histories),
and, characteristics of the particular software engineering project currently under review. It is in
just this kind of complex environment that groupware-mediated decision sessions can serve to
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elicit and diffuse valuable project-related tacit knowledge that would otherwise remain
unavailable to individual software systems developers.
This study examined sub-practices within a single key practice nested within the Activities
Performed common feature associated with the Integrated Software Management key process
area for a Level 3 organization. For a complete assessment of the potential role of GSS in
defining software process many more Level 3 practices and processes would need to be
examined. The capacity of GSS application software to perform divergent and convergent tasks,
cluster and prioritize, and self-document appears very consistent with the kinds of tacit
knowledge elicitation and analyses required for the kinds of complex software process adaptation
decisions experienced by those adopting evolutionary model constructs.
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